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NEW QUESTION: 1
When conducting a wireless survey at a customer facility,
signal attenuation in an area that is surrounded by thick glass
walls is noted as 2dB. When configuring Cisco Prime
Infrastructure, which obstacle should be placed in a map editor
to represent the impact the glass wall will have on the RF
signal in the facility?
A. thick wall
B. glass
C. light wall
D. heavy door
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/wireless/prime_infrastruct
ure/12/configuration/guide/pi_12_cg/maps.html Table 6-4
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/requestingebs-volume-modifications.html Requesting Modifications to Your
EBS Volumes With Elastic Volumes, you can dynamically modify
the size, performance, and volume type of your Amazon EBS
volumes without detaching them. Use the following process when
modifying a volume: (Optional) Before modifying a volume that
contains valuable data, it is a best practice to create a
snapshot of the volume in case you need to roll back your
changes. For more information, see Creating Amazon EBS
Snapshots. Request the volume modification. Monitor the
progress of the volume modification. For more information, see
Monitoring the Progress of Volume Modifications. If the size of
the volume was modified, extend the volume's file system to
take advantage of the increased storage capacity. For more
information, see Extending a Linux File System After Resizing a

Volume.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A client using Pardot Pro is rolling out a new lead generation
campaign where prospects register for a trade
show on a Pardot-hosted landing page. The consultant suggests
creating two versions of the landing page and
using a multivariate test, but the client is unfamiliar with
the feature. What is the primary benefits of using a
multivariate test in this campaign?
A. Pardot will give you content ideas for each landing page.
B. Pardot will automatically send underperforming landing page
to recycle bin
C. Pardot will determine which version of the landing page
generated most conversions.
D. Pardot will automatically populate personalized information
of each unique prospect.
Answer: C
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